PDF Metadata ‘Digital Chain of Custody’ Analysis
Metadata is commonly defined as data about data. Metadata describes how and when and
by whom a particular set of data was collected, and how the data is formatted. In the case
of PDF documents, the metadata usually contains any or all of the following information:
Author, Producer, Creator, Title, Creation Date and Modified Date. The metadata can
normally be viewed within the application used to open the PDF by looking at the
properties. Another way to view the metadata is by opening the PDF file in a text editor
using ASCII encoding. This will reveal all of the code that makes up the PDF file
including header and footer data, metadata and actual object code.
Here are a couple relevant sections of code from the PDF released by the White House:

Initially, the thought was that ‘Derek’ referred to the patent holder of the xpdf format.
However, based on his statements, that was not the case but, rather, the text is added by
the default PDF generation utility that is part of the Mac OS X Operating System. That
software application is named Quartz PDFContext, as can be seen in the next red line in
the above image. This tells us the machine that generated this PDF was a Macintosh

running OS X 10.6.7 and that the PDF itself was generated by Quartz PDFContext. The
next red line shows that the application used was Mac Preview.
By contrast, let’s look at what the metadata from a PDF saved in Adobe Illustrator looks
like. The following metadata comes from the original WH document, after it was opened
and resaved in Illustrator. No changes were made to the file in any way, it was simply
opened and then saved.

The metadata from the PDF saved directly in Illustrator is much more robust and has
more of an XML (Extensible Markup Language) type format. In addition, you can see
several references to adobe web paths and Adobe Illustrator is listed as the Creator Tool
in two different locations (see red highlights above).
From the above evidence we can make a few statements of fact. First, the metadata in the
WH PDF doesn’t match the metadata created by Illustrator. Next, there are no traces of
Adobe as a creator tool listed in the WH PDF. Finally, we know that Preview created the
final PDF, not an Adobe product. When I noticed this, I thought I might have found the
smoking gun proof that Obama’s BC had NOT been edited by an Adobe product. I
decided to investigate further.
As I mentioned before, Quartz PDFContext is a built-in PDF generation tool within the
Mac OS X line of operating systems. One of the ways to execute the Quartz PDFContext
functionality is via the ‘Print – Save as PDF’ option within any Mac OS X application.
We know that the application responsible for triggering the Quartz tool was Mac
Preview. This means that the file (whatever format it might have been) was opened in

Preview and converted or saved to a PDF using the ‘Print to PDF’ option. We can state
this for a fact based on the metadata. So we know how the final PDF came into existence.
To prove or disprove whether Adobe could have been used earlier in the process, I
decided to replicate the steps on a file created in Illustrator. I wanted to determine
whether layers created in Illustrator could be retained in a PDF generated by Quartz via
Mac Preview. In order for that to be possible two conditions would need to be met.
1. Preview would have to be capable of opening a file type that contains layers.
2. Quartz PDFContext would have to be capable of retaining those layers during the
PDF conversion process.
The first condition was easy to prove. Some quick research on Mac Preview revealed that
it is indeed able to open several file types that can retain layers, including .PDF and
native Adobe formats like Photoshop files (.PSD) and Illustrator files (.AI).
With that information in hand, I decided to test an Adobe Illustrator file (.AI) to prove
this firsthand. I started with a flattened jpeg image of a 1963 Hawaiian birth certificate.
By flattened, I mean that the file contains no layers. The source image can be seen below.

I then copied a couple sections of text from the image and pasted them on top, in two new
layers as shown below.

Next, the file was saved as a native Illustrator project file (.AI extension), with no
measure taken to hide the application that created it. From there, I opened the file in Mac
Preview and converted to a PDF. This was done by selecting ‘Print – Save as PDF’ to
utilize the Quartz PDFContext functionality.
Once the above steps were done and the final PDF was generated, I opened the file in
Illustrator to verify that the layers were still there. The layers were, in fact, still there and
unchanged as seen in the screenshot below. The layers window is displayed on the right
side, showing the same three layers as the original Illustrator project file.

This conclusively proves both conditions stated above. First, Preview can open file types
that contain layers as my research suggested. Second, and more importantly, Quartz is
capable of persisting those layers into the final PDF it generates via the ‘Print to PDF’
option.
The final question is whether the metadata from a file created in Adobe Illustrator would
betray its authorship. Would there be traces of Adobe metadata in the final file? Below
are some relevant portions of the metadata from the test Illustrator file. Keep in mind that
this file was created in Illustrator and saved as a native .AI file before the final PDF
conversion within Preview.

Despite the fact that the initial file was a native Illustrator project file, no Adobe metadata
is retained in the final PDF created by Quartz. Comparing it to the file saved directly in
Adobe, you’ll notice that the more robust XML-styled metadata is not present. In
addition, there are no Adobe URL’s listed within the metadata. Finally, Illustrator is not
listed as a creator tool anywhere. As a matter of fact, neither the word ‘Adobe’ nor the
word ‘Illustrator’ appears in any location within the code of this file when viewed in a
text editor. Furthermore, the metadata reflects that Quartz PDFContext was used to
generate the final PDF and that it was executed from the Mac Preview application. In
other words, from a metadata standpoint this file is identical to the PDF released by the
White House.
So what exactly does this mean? It means, that from a technical perspective, the lack of
Adobe tagging within the metadata does not preclude the possibility that the document
was previously edited in an Adobe product, or even created by an Adobe product to begin
with. All we can say for certain is that it was converted to PDF via the ‘Print – Save as
PDF’ option within the Mac Preview application. Whether the source file came from a
scanner or was created in Adobe is unclear. Based on that fact, the ‘digital chain of
custody’ of this document is unknown and the integrity of the data is unknowable from a
technical perspective. Any number of processes and applications could have been used on

this document between the time it was scanned and the time it was converted to it’s final
PDF form.
Statements from the White House, combined with the metadata evidence, suggest that
after receiving the document from Hawaii they simply scanned it, opened the scan in
Preview and printed it to PDF using the built-in Quartz functionality. In that scenario you
wouldn’t expect to see any Adobe related metadata. However, you also wouldn’t expect
to see layers unless the document was manually manipulated or altered by some
automated process such as optimization. The problem is that both would require the
document to be edited by some software application BEFORE it was opened in preview
and finally converted to PDF. Why wasn’t the document converted to a PDF by the
application that created the layers? A PDF optimization routine, like the one in Adobe
Acrobat, outputs a PDF file. If such a process created the layers innocently, why would
the resulting PDF be opened in Preview and regenerated?
Regardless, the bottom line is that the document has been demonstrably altered from its
hard copy state. Any proper forensic analysis by graphics experts is nearly impossible on
a document that has been digitally manipulated to this degree, be it by human or machine.
The best way to answer the growing questions would be to make the original, hard copy,
birth certificate available for analysis.

